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Young v. New Haven Advocate
F3d 256 (4th Cir. 2002)

•
•
•

Connecticut newspapers, the New Haven Advocate and Hartford
Courant published (print and online) articles about the transfer of
Connecticut inmates to Virginia state prison, Wallens Ridge.
Virginia’s personal jurisdiction allowed Young to sue Connecticut
newspapers due to tortious injury.
Charges were dismissed because the articles were not targeted
toward the audience of Virginia.

Zacchini v. Scripps Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S.
562 (1977)

•

Performers have control over the commercial exploitation of their
personality and the exercise of their talents. This applies to athletes,
performers, and online personalities.

Kauffman Racing Equip., L.L.C. v. Roberts, Slip
Opinion No. 2010-Ohio-2551

•
•
•

Roberts, a resident of Virginia, posted criticisms of Kauffman Racing
Equipment, L.L.C. on various websites, criticizing the business’s
practice and products.
Ohio’s long-arm statute allows for jurisdiction over an out-of-state
defendant when defendant publishes defamatory statements on the
Internet.

Fraley v. Facebook, Inc., No. 11-CV-01726-LHK, (2011)

•

Social media has redefined what newsworthy means based on online
popularity rather than just the public’s right to know. Popularity within
certain circles on Facebook for example can constitute
newsworthiness.

Roberts’ comments were made outside of Ohio but with the intent of
injuring an Ohio resident.

Conclusion:
The audience-targeting test is flawed in today’s day and age and should
not be applied to libel tourism cases concerning the Internet.
Furthermore, defamatory statements made with the intent of causing
injury to the person of that state should allow for jurisdiction of the
nonresident.

Conclusion:
Almost anyone now can publish via the Internet and social media outlets.
The right of publicity must adapt to the changing definition of news. No
longer applying to just celebrities, anyone’s commercial advantage can
be exploited based on the newsworthy exception’s adaptation to the
digital age.

